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Issuer Rating 

Helvetia Environnement Groupe SA 30 November 2021 

B 
Issuer Rating 

Outlook negative 

Industry Waste management 2020 Total net sales   CHF 105.7m 

2020 Employees          560 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

BUSINESS RISK moderate / slightly increased  OPERATIONAL RISKS ± 0 

◼ Moderate market cyclicality 

◼ Established market position in Switzerland 

◼ Well diversified Swiss-based customer portfolio 

◼ Highly fragmented market and rather low sector profitability 

◼ Exposure to price fluctuations for recycle / scrap materials 

 ◼ Operational risk profile consistent with the anchor rating; 

no modification 

 

FINANCIAL RISK increased  EXTERNAL INFLUENCE ± 0 

◼ History of constrained key credit ratios due to lagging  

operational performance with modest upside potential 

◼ Notable reliance on proceeds from external funding 

and asset disposals 

◼ Inadequate financial flexibility due to increasing  

refinancing risks (bond 2017/22) 

 ◼ Assessment of intra-group or public-sector relations 

causes no modification 

 

 
 

Key financial ratios (1) ACT 2018 ACT 2019 ACT 2020 FC 2021(2) 2022e(2) 2023e(2) 

EBITDA-Margin (%) 12.3  12.7  12.3  13.2   14.4   15.8   

ROCE (%) -1.2  -1.5  -3.2  -1.3   0.1   2.1   

Equity ratio (%) 30.4  24.4  25.5  30.4   27.4   26.2   

Leverage ratio (%) 58.8  68.7  63.6  53.0   56.6   59.1   

Total liabilities / EBITDA 8.5  9.3  10.4  8.2   7.5   6.4   

Net financial liabilities / EBITDA 5.3  6.6  6.2  4.0   3.7   3.3   

EBIT interest coverage -0.3  -0.3  -0.7  -0.4   0.0   0.7   

EBITDA interest coverage  2.3  2.2  2.1  4.1   4.8   5.7   

(1) adjusted on the basis of Scope Hamburg’s analytical principles 

(2) FC 2021 & Estimates 2022/23 derived from Helvetia Environnement’s key assumptions (Forecast 2021: rev. 21 Jul 2021; Business Plan 2022-25: rev. 20 Jan 2021) 
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Rating Rationale 

Scope Hamburg affirms the B issuer credit rating of Helvetia Environnement Groupe SA (HEG). The underlying 

factors are a combination of moderate to slightly increased business risks and increased financial risks.  

The rating outlook remains negative. 

 

 

Moderate to slightly 

increased business risks 

due to overall moderate 

market risks but slightly 

increased strategic risks   

The business risk profile of HEG remains assessed as “moderate to slightly increased”. 

Overall, we consider the economic impact from the pandemic crisis 2020/21 as  

extraordinary in our market risk assessment. Structural long-term growth drivers remain, in 

our view, economic growth, demography, private consumption or increasingly stricter envi-

ronmental regulations, which altogether contribute to an overall moderate cyclicality and 

steady growth prospects for the Swiss waste management market. High barriers to market 

entry, the company’s established market position in Switzerland, HEG’s fairly diversified 

and loyal Swiss-based customer portfolio and a growing demand for integrated recycling 

services are further supportive factors in our overall business risk assessment. However, 

on a larger European scale we think that HEG’s market position and geographical diversifi-

cation is rather weak. We also identified slightly increased risks with regard to the highly 

fragmented structure of the Swiss waste market, which results in high competitive pressure, 

especially at tender processes, and which keeps the sector profitability for waste collection 

services at rather low levels. To further improve its market position, and to increase profit 

margins, HEG keeps expanding it’s own waste treatment capacities (separation/recycling/ 

waste-to-energy). Besides upside potential, a growing concentration of HEG’s invested 

funds in recycling facilities will, in our opinion, also lead to slightly increasing business risks 

due to a growing exposure to fluctuating global prices for recyclable or scrap materials. 

 

Increased financial risks 

due to lagging operational 

performance, inadequate  

financial flexibility and  

increasing refinancing risk 

The financial risk profile of HEG remains assessed as “increased”. Our assessment mainly 

reflects the overall lagging development in operating performance post SRS acquisition 

(2017), which still remains below our expectations. Unlike the group’s projections, our  

expectation regarding the near-term development of operating income remains rather  

cautious. The company’s revenue model is highly dependent on collected or treated waste 

volumes and recycling prices (e.g. cardboard / scrap metal). HEG is therefore heavily  

impacted by the coronavirus pandemic in 2020/21 as tourism and business travelling within 

Switzerland slowed down due to travel restrictions (confinement measures reaching into 

first half 2021), and (global) industrial production and trade of recycling materials slumped 

as economic activity and goods traffic rates went down too. Despite signs of improvement 

in operating activity and recycling prices, especially since June, we do not expect a strong 

uplift in the company's revenue or profitability levels for the current financial year 2021.  

Furthermore, we think that HEG’s current financial flexibility is inadequate. Adjusted for  

effects from asset disposals or additional capital contributions, the group has a history of 

rather insufficient cash flow generation with an ongoing reliance on external funding. More 

importantly, we emphasise that until the end of November 2021 the group had not yet firmly 

secured an adequate refinancing facility for the CHF 75m bond, maturing in July 2022, which 

is why we affirm our negative rating outlook as we expect a further deterioration of the 

groups credit quality due to increasing refinancing risks. The bullet bond is the only long-

term financial debt instrument in the company’s capital structure.  

 

Assessment on operational 

risk and external influence 

requires no modification 

Our assessment on operational risks and external influences remains “neutral”. In our opin-

ion, HEG’s structures, processes and systems for controlling its operations and handling its 

operational risk are in consistence with the current anchor rating. A rating modification is not 

required. The further assessment of external factors which might have an impact on HEG’s 

standalone rating, such as intra-group or public-sector relations, does also trigger no rating 

modification according to our methodology. 
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Upgrade / Downgrade Factors 

Factors that could lead  

to an Upgrade 

 

 

 

 

 

Factors that could lead  

to a Downgrade 

◼ Announcement of the successful securing of a refinancing facility for the CHF 75m 

green bond maturing in July 2022, underpinned by a firm underwriting agreement or 

bank commitment letter, combined with 

◼ decrease of Scope Hamburg’s adjusted net debt to EBITDA sustainably below 4.0x 

 

 

◼ By end of 2021: Absence of a firm underwriting agreement or bank commitment letter 

underpinning the successful securing of a refinancing facility for the CHF 75m green 

bond maturing in July 2022  

◼ Increase of Scope Hamburg’s adjusted net debt to EBITDA sustainably above 6.5x 

◼ Decrease of Scope Hamburg’s adjusted EBITDA interest cover sustainably below 1.5x 

◼ Deterioration of the group’s liquidity position through negative cash flow generation 

 
 

Rating History 

Helvetia Environnement Groupe SA 

    
 

 

BB- / stable BB- / stable BB- / stable
BB- / watch 

negative

BB- / watch 
negative BB- / stable

B / negative B / negative

7 JUN 2017 16 OCT 2018 18 OCT 2019 16 APR 2020 25 JUN 2020 13 NOV 2020 8 SEP 2021 30 NOV 2021

.
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Company 

Helvetia Environnement 

Groupe comprises several 

Swiss waste management  

companies  

 

 

 

 

 

Full service provider for 

waste management 

services 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Private ownership 

structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Helvetia Environnement Groupe SA (HEG), headquartered in the Canton of Geneva, is a 

group of several Swiss companies specialised in the collection and recycling of commercial 

and domestic waste. Since its foundation in 2005, and especially with the acquisition of 

Swiss Recycling Services SA (SRS) in 2017, Helvetia Environnement Groupe evolved to 

one of the key players in the Swiss waster management market. In 2018 HEG acquired the 

family-owned recycling firm Constantin SA, which enabled HEG to expand its waste treat-

ment capacities further. At the end of 2020, HEG employed a workforce of around 560  

employees and had generated revenues totalling CHF 105.7m (2019: CHF 117.0m). 

 

HEG is positioned as a full service provider and relies – in contrast to rather specialised or 

local waste collection companies – on a large network of infrastructure assets with a rather 

nationwide geographic focus. HEG’s operating asset base mainly includes sorting and  

recycling centres, waste collection and disposal facilities as well as sites for the conversion 

of waste into fuels. The client base is mainly comprised of municipalities and commercial 

customers of different industries. Among the Swiss private providers for waste management  

services in Switzerland, HEG has a market share of around 10%. The core group companies 

Transvoirie, Sogetrie, SRS - Swiss Recycling Services or Leman Bio Energie represent 

long-established regional brands, and contribute differently to the group’s three main  

business segments (1) waste collection, (2) waste separation & recycling and (3) waste-to-

energy. The group treats all kinds of collected household waste, construction waste,  

industrial and organic waste. Revenue-wise the waste collection segment contributes more 

than 2/3 and is represented by the two group core companies Transvoirie and SRS. 

 

The private ownership of HEG is split amongst the founding family (26.6%), the manage-

ment (26.6%) and two investment companies, UBS Clean Energy Infrastructure Switzerland 

(26.6%) and Reichmuth Infrastruktur Schweiz (20.2%). The managing shareholders are  

Vincent Chapel (CEO) and Jean-Pierre Tetaz (COO), who joined the company in 2010 and 

became shareholders via an MBO transaction. The board of directors has a supervisory role 

and is composed of nine members, including two members for each shareholder and one 

independent member, a former CEO of Suez Environnement. Since 2017 the company kept  

receiving substantial support through various capital measures (total: CHF 103.3m) by its 

shareholders in order to fund corporate growth projects and acquisitions (e.g. SRS 2017). 

Furthermore, the company had fully reorganised its financial liabilities in 2017 through the 

issuance of a CHF 75m corporate bond. In July 2022 the bond is due for refinancing. 
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Appendix 1: Execution 

 

Lead Analyst  Rating Committee Chair 

▪ Matthias Peetz 
 

▪ Werner Stäblein 

 

Contact:  

Tel.: +49 (0) 40/60 77 81 200 

info@scopehamburg.com 

  

 

Rating, Solicitation, Principal Sources of Information 

▪ This credit rating has been issued in accordance with the CRA Regulation.  

 

           Solicited Rating Unsolicited Rating 
 

  No participation of the rated entity or related third party 
 

  With participation of the rated entity or related third party 
 

  Access to internal documents 
 

  Access to management 

 

▪ Prior to its publication the rating was disclosed to the rated entity. During this period, the rated entity had the opportunity to review 

the rating and to verify the underlying assumptions. Following this review, the rating was not amended. 

▪ Principal sources of information: 

- Financial statements for 2018, 2019 and 2020 

- Internal reports: Q1/2021, HY 2021, FC 2021 (rev. 21 Jul 2021), Group Liquidity 

- Business plan 2022-2025 (rev. 20 Jan 2021) 

- Information on corporate strategy and corporate planning assumptions 

- Market research 

- Interviews with the management  

 

Rating methodologies and definitions  

▪ Methodology: Issuer Rating as of May 2016 

▪ Basic Principles for Assigning Credit Ratings and Other Services as of October 2021 

▪ Guidance Regarding the Consideration of ESG Factors in Scope Hamburg Credit Ratings as of March 2020 

Scope Ratings GmbH and Scope Ratings UK Limited apply the same methodologies/models and key rating assumptions for their credit 

rating services, while Scope Hamburg GmbH's methodologies/models and key rating assumptions are different from those of Scope 

Ratings GmbH and Scope Ratings UK Limited. 

 

Scope Hamburg GmbH 

Ferdinandstraße 29-33 

20095 Hamburg 

Tel.: +49 (0) 40/60 77 81 200 

 

info@scopehamburg.com 

https://scopehamburg.com/ 

X 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@scopehamburg.com
https://scopehamburg.com/seiten/Methodology_Issuer_Rating_2017EN.pdf
https://scopehamburg.com/seiten/Principles_October_2021.pdf
https://scopehamburg.com/seiten/ESG_March2020.pdf
https://scopehamburg.com/en/about-us/our-methods/
mailto:info@scopehamburg.com
https://scopehamburg.com/
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Appendix 2: Rating categories* 

Category Explanation 

AAA 
In the opinion of Scope Hamburg, AAA rated entities demonstrate an excellent credit quality and the lowest default 

risk.  

AA 
In the opinion of Scope Hamburg, AA rated entities demonstrate a very high credit quality with a very low default 

risk. 

A In the opinion of Scope Hamburg, A rated entities demonstrate a high credit quality with a low default risk. 

BBB 
In the opinion of Scope Hamburg, BBB rated entities demonstrate a medium credit quality with a moderate default 

risk. 

BB 
In the opinion of Scope Hamburg, BB rated entities demonstrate a medium-low credit quality with a slightly increased 

default risk.  

B In the opinion of Scope Hamburg, B rated entities demonstrate a low credit quality with an increased default risk. 

CCC In the opinion of Scope Hamburg, CCC rated entities demonstrate a very low credit quality with a high default risk. 

CC 
In the opinion of Scope Hamburg, CC rated entities demonstrate a very low credit quality, an event of default is very 

likely. 

C 
In the opinion of Scope Hamburg, C rated entities demonstrate a very low credit quality, an event of default is immi-

nent. 

D / SD 
D rated entities have defaulted, as defined by the rating agency. The rated entity is assigned an SD rating (Selective 

Default) if it has only defaulted on certain debt obligations.  

  

PLUS (+)  

MINUS (–) 

Rating categories from AA to CCC are modified by a PLUS (+) or MINUS (-), where required, in order to show their 

relative position within the rating category. 

* For more explanations and definitions please refer to:  

Basic Principles for Assigning Credit Ratings and Other Services as of October 2021 

 

  

https://scopehamburg.com/seiten/Principles_October_2021.pdf
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Appendix 3: Definition of financial ratios 

Earnings power 
 

 

EBITDA margin 

 

EBITDA margin 

Numerator 

EBITDA 

Denominator 

Total revenues 

 

 

Returns 

 

ROCE  Return on total assets 

Numerator  Numerator 

Adjusted operating result (= EBIT)  
Adjusted operating and financial result 
+ interest expense 

Denominator  Denominator 

Net debt + economic equity  
(= capital employed) 

 Adjusted total assets 

 

 

Cash flow return on investment 

 

Cash flow return on investment (Cash flow ROI) 

Numerator 

EBITDA 

Denominator 

Adjusted total assets 
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Capital structure  
 

 

Indebtedness 

 

Equity-to-total assets ratio  Leverage 

Numerator  Numerator 

Adjusted equity  
(= economic capital) 

 Net debt 

Denominator  Denominator 

Adjusted total assets  
Net debt + economic equity  
(= capital employed) 

 
 

Net debt 
 

Net debt 

Bonds 

+ Liabilities to banks 

+ Bill liabilities 

+ Other interest-bearing liabilities 

+ Operating lease liabilities  

+ Adjustments for ABS/factoring transactions 

- Cash and cash equivalents 

 
 

Deleveraging potential 
 

Total liabilities / EBITDA  Net debt / EBITDA 

Numerator  Numerator 

Total assets - economic capital  
(= total liabilities) 

 Net debt 

Denominator  Denominator 

EBITDA  EBITDA 

 
 

Interest coverage 
 

EBIT interest coverage  EBITDA interest coverage 

Numerator  Numerator 

Adjusted operating result (= EBIT)  EBITDA 

Denominator  Denominator 

Interest expenses  Interest expenses 
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Disclaimer 

© 2021 Scope Hamburg GmbH and/or its licensors and affiliates. All rights reserved. 

 
CREDIT RATINGS ISSUED BY SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH ARE SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH’S CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELA-
TIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDIT COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES, AND SCOPE HAM-
BURG GMBH’S PUBLICATIONS MAY INCLUDE SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH’S CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE 
CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDIT COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES. SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH DE-
FINES CREDIT RISK AS THE RISK THAT AN ENTITY MAY NOT MEET ITS CONTRACTUAL, FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY 
COME DUE AND, IN THE CASE OF ISSUANCE-LEVEL CREDIT RATINGS, ANY ESTIMATED FINANCIAL LOSS IN THE EVENT OF 
DEFAULT. CREDIT RATINGS DO NOT ADDRESS ANY OTHER RISK, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: LIQUIDITY RISK, MAR-
KET VALUE RISK, OR PRICE VOLATILITY. CREDIT RATINGS AND SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH’S OPINIONS INCLUDED IN SCOPE 
HAMBURG GMBH’S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT STATEMENTS OF CURRENT OR HISTORICAL FACT. CREDIT RATINGS AND 
SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH’S PUBLICATIONS ARE NEITHER A PROSPECTUS NOR A SUBSTITUTE FOR INFORMATION ASSEM-
BLED AND PRESENTED BY COMPANIES OR ISSUERS FOR INVESTORS REGARDING THE PURCHASE OF A SECURITY OR 
FOR ASSESSING THE CREDITWORTHINESS OF A RATED ENTITY. CREDIT RATINGS AND SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH’S PUBLI-
CATIONS DO NOT CONSTITUTE OR PROVIDE INVESTMENT OR FINANCIAL ADVICE, AND DO NOT PROVIDE RECOMMENDA-
TIONS TO PURCHASE, SELL, OR HOLD PARTICULAR SECURITIES. NEITHER CREDIT RATINGS NOR SCOPE HAMBURG 
GMBH’S PUBLICATIONS COMMENT ON THE SUITABILITY OF AN INVESTMENT FOR ANY PARTICULAR INVESTOR. SCOPE 
HAMBURG GMBH ISSUES ITS CREDIT RATINGS AND PUBLISHES ITS PUBLICATIONS WITH THE EXPECTATION AND UNDER-
STANDING THAT EACH INVESTOR WILL, WITH DUE CARE, CONDUCT ITS OWN INDEPENDENT ANALYSES, CREDIT ASSESS-
MENTS AND OTHER VERIFICATIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF EACH SECURITY THAT IS UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR PUR-
CHASE, HOLDING, OR SALE. 
 
SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH’S CREDIT RATINGS AND SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH’S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED FOR USE 
BY RETAIL INVESTORS AND IT WOULD BE RECKLESS AND INAPPROPRIATE FOR RETAIL INVESTORS TO USE SCOPE HAM-
BURG GMBH’S CREDIT RATINGS OR SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH’S PUBLICATIONS WHEN MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION. 
IF IN DOUBT YOU SHOULD CONTACT YOUR FINANCIAL OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER. 
 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROTECTED BY LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COPYRIGHT LAW, 
AND NONE OF SUCH INFORMATION MAY BE COPIED OR OTHERWISE REPRODUCED, REPACKAGED, FURTHER TRANSMIT-
TED, TRANSFERRED, DISSEMINATED, REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD, OR STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT USE FOR ANY SUCH 
PURPOSE, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM OR MANNER OR BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER, BY ANY PERSON WITHOUT 
SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH’S PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT. 
 
All information contained herein is obtained by Scope Hamburg GmbH from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Because 
of the possibility of human or mechanical error as well as other factors, however, all information contained herein is provided “AS IS” 
without warranty of any kind. Scope Hamburg GmbH adopts all necessary measures so that the information it uses in assigning a credit 
rating is of sufficient quality and from sources Scope Hamburg GmbH considers to be reliable including, when appropriate, independent third-
party sources. However, Scope Hamburg GmbH is not an auditor and cannot in every instance independently verify or validate information 
received in the rating process or in preparing the Scope Hamburg GmbH publications. 
 
Please note that summaries of contracts, laws and other documents contained in any Scope Hamburg GmbH publication, rating report or 
other materials cannot replace careful study of the relevant complete texts. 
 
Scope Hamburg GmbH and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers disclaim liability to any 
person or entity for any indirect, special, consequential, or incidental losses or damages whatsoever arising from or in connection with 
the information contained herein or the use of or inability to use any such information, even if Scope Hamburg GmbH or any of its directors, 
officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors or suppliers is advised in advance of the possibility of such losses or damages, 
including but not limited to: (a) any loss of present or prospective profits or (b) any loss or damage arising where the relevant financial 
instrument is not the subject of a particular credit rating assigned by Scope Hamburg GmbH. The limitations do not apply to the extent 
that fraud, intent or any other type of liability cannot be excluded or limited (as applicable) under applicable law. 
 
Scope Hamburg GmbH and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers disclaim liability for any 
direct or compensatory losses or damages caused to any person or entity, on the part of, or any contingency within or beyond the control 
of, Scope Hamburg GmbH or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors or suppliers, arising from or in 
connection with the information contained herein or the use of or inability to use any such information. The limitations do not apply to the 
extent that fraud, intent or any other type of liability cannot be excluded or limited (as applicable) under applicable law. 
 
NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FIT-
NESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY SUCH RATING OR OTHER OPINION OR INFORMATION IS GIVEN OR MADE 
BY SCOPE HAMBURG GMBH IN ANY FORM OR MANNER WHATSOEVER. 
 
The dissemination and use of a Scope Hamburg GmbH rating report may be prohibited by law in certain jurisdictions. Any persons who 
come into the possession of such information should inquire about and comply with any prohibitions that may be in place. Scope 
Hamburg GmbH assumes no liability of any kind with respect to such dissemination and use of any rating in any jurisdiction whatsoever. 
 

Scope Hamburg GmbH 

 

Hamburg, 30 November 2021 

 


